TFSS w/Auto Inflator

*Inspect the entire assembly for cuts, tears, abrasion damage, open seams, loose or broken stitching and/or contamination damage.

1. Inspect Bladder. Ensure Oral inflation is screwed clockwise until it stops.

2. Flip over, inspect bladder and ensure auto inflator is properly configured.

3. Install CO2 cylinder. (½” thread 38 gram 150.6 gram min. wt.) Check for two green indicators.

5. Fold bladder in half, behind inflator even with clear cap.

6. Fold right side outer edge to inflator.

7. Tightly roll right side of bladder and position next to inflator/bottle.

8. Fold remainder and stow in pouch.

9. Fold left side outer edge to inflator.

10. Tightly roll left side of bladder and position next to inflator/bladder.
11. Fold remainder and stow in pouch

12. Pull bottom flap over bladder. Fold top down and mate hook and loop tape.

13. Start zipper from top, aligning tabs.

14. Continue zipping down completely slide fastener will drop off.

15. Close protector flap and secure 3 snaps located at top.